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Solution and Characteristic Analysis of Fractional-Order
Chaotic Systems

2022-09-04

this book highlights the solution algorithms and characteristic analysis methods of
fractional order chaotic systems fractal dimensions exist broadly in the study of
nature and the development of science and technology fractional calculus has become a
hot research area in nonlinear science fractional order chaotic systems are an
important part of fractional calculus the book discusses the numerical solution
algorithms and characteristic analysis of fractional order chaotic systems and
introduces the techniques to implement the systems with circuits to facilitate a quick
grasp the authors present examples from their years of work in the appendix intended
for graduate students and researchers interested in chaotic systems the book helps one
to build a theoretical and experimental foundation for the application of fractional
order chaotic systems

partial differential equation methods in control and shape
analysis

1997-02-20

based on the international federatiojn for information processing wg 7 2 conference
held recently in pisa italy provides recent results as well as entirely new material on
control theory and shape analysis written by leading authorities from various
desciplines

Analysis, Geometry, and Modeling in Finance

2008-09-22

analysis geometry and modeling in finance advanced methods in option pricing is the
first book that applies advanced analytical and geometrical methods used in physics and
mathematics to the financial field it even obtains new results when only approximate
and partial solutions were previously available through the problem of option pricing
th

Numerical Solution of Markov Chains

2021-06-30

papers presented at a workshop held january 1990 location unspecified cover just about
all aspects of solving markov models numerically there are papers on matrix generation
techniques and generalized stochastic petri nets the computation of stationary
distributions including aggregation disaggregation

On the Theory of Weak Turbulence for the Nonlinear
Schrodinger Equation

2015-10-27

the authors study the cauchy problem for a kinetic equation arising in the weak
turbulence theory for the cubic nonlinear schrödinger equation they define suitable
concepts of weak and mild solutions and prove local and global well posedness results
several qualitative properties of the solutions including long time asymptotics blow up
results and condensation in finite time are obtained the authors also prove the
existence of a family of solutions that exhibit pulsating behavior

Novel Superfluids

2013-02-28

this book reports on the latest developments in the field of superfluidity the
phenomenon has had a tremendous impact on the fundamental sciences as well as a host of
technologies it began with the discovery of superconductivity in mercury in 1911 which
was ultimately described theoretically by the theory of bardeen cooper and schriever
bcs in 1957 the analogous phenomena superfluidity was discovered in helium in 1938 and
tentatively explained shortly thereafter as arising from a bose einstein condensation
bec by london but the importance of superfluidity and the range of systems in which it
occurs has grown enormously in addition to metals and the helium liquids the phenomena
has now been observed for photons in cavities excitons in semiconductors magnons in
certain materials and cold gasses trapped in high vacuum it very likely exist for
neutrons in a neutron star and possibly in a conjectured quark state at their center
even the universe itself can be regarded as being in a kind of superfluid state all
these topics are discussed by experts in the respective subfields
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Traveling Wave Analysis of Partial Differential Equations

2010-12-09

although the partial differential equations pde models that are now studied are usually
beyond traditional mathematical analysis the numerical methods that are being developed
and used require testing and validation this is often done with pdes that have known
exact analytical solutions the development of analytical solutions is also an active
area of research with many advances being reported recently particularly traveling wave
solutions for nonlinear evolutionary pdes thus the current development of analytical
solutions directly supports the development of numerical methods by providing a
spectrum of test problems that can be used to evaluate numerical methods this book
surveys some of these new developments in analytical and numerical methods and relates
the two through a series of pde examples the pdes that have been selected are largely
named since they carry the names of their original contributors these names usually
signify that the pdes are widely recognized and used in many application areas the
authors intention is to provide a set of numerical and analytical methods based on the
concept of a traveling wave with a central feature of conversion of the pdes to odes
the matlab and maple software will be available for download from this website shortly
pdecomp net includes a spectrum of applications in science engineering applied
mathematics presents a combination of numerical and analytical methods provides
transportable computer codes in matlab and maple

Seminar on Stochastic Analysis, Random Fields and
Application [sic].

2002-04

this volume contains 20 refereed research or review papers presented at the five day
third seminar on stochastic analysis random fields and applications which took place at
the centro stefano franscini monte verità in ascona switzerland from september 20 to 24
1999 the seminar focused on three topics fundamental aspects of stochastic analysis
physical modeling and applications to financial engineering the third topic was the
subject of a mini symposium on stochastic methods in financial models

Turbulence

2012-12-06

the present volume comprises the contributions of some of the participants of the nato
advance studies institute turbulence weak and strong held in cargese in august 1994
more than 70 scientists from seniors to young students have joined to gether to discuss
and review new and not so new ideas and developments in the study of turbulence one of
the objectives of the school was to incorporate in the same meeting two aspects of
turbulence which are obviously linked and which are often treated sep arately fully
developed turbulence in two and three dimensions and weak turbulence essentially one
and two dimensional systems the idea of preparing a dictionary rather than ordinary
proceedings started from the feeling that the terminology of turbulence includes many
long technical poorly evocative words which are usually not understood by people
exterior to the field and which might be worth explaining students who start working in
the field of turbulence face a sort of curious situation on one side they are aware
that turbulence is related to the disordered churning flows of torrents the pow erful
movements of water in the oceans the violent jet streams in the troposphere the solar
eruptions and they are certainly excited to pierce the mystery of this fascinating
omnipresent phenomenon

The Shock and Vibration Digest

1986

from the reviews volumes iii and iv complete l hörmander s treatise on linear partial
differential equations they constitute the most complete and up to date account of this
subject by the author who has dominated it and made the most significant contributions
in the last decades it is a superb book which must be present in every mathematical
library and an indispensable tool for all young and old interested in the theory of
partial differential operators l boutet de monvel in bulletin of the american
mathematical society 1987 this treatise is outstanding in every respect and must be
counted among the great books in mathematics it is certainly no easy reading but a
careful study is extremely rewarding for its wealth of ideas and techniques and the
beauty of presentation j brüning in zentralblatt math 1987

The Analysis of Linear Partial Differential Operators III

2007-03-15

this book attempts to put together the works of a wide range of mathematical scientists
it consists of the proceedings of the seventh conference on nonlinear analysis and
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applications including papers that were delivered as invited talks and research reports

nonlinear analysis and applications

2020-11-26

this book presents in thirteen refereed survey articles an overview of modern activity
in stochastic analysis written by leading international experts the topics addressed
include stochastic fluid dynamics and regularization by noise of deterministic
dynamical systems stochastic partial differential equations driven by gaussian or lévy
noise including the relationship between parabolic equations and particle systems and
wave equations in a geometric framework malliavin calculus and applications to
stochastic numerics stochastic integration in banach spaces porous media type equations
stochastic deformations of classical mechanics and feynman integrals and stochastic
differential equations with reflection the articles are based on short courses given at
the centre interfacultaire bernoulli of the ecole polytechnique fédérale de lausanne
switzerland from january to june 2012 they offer a valuable resource not only for
specialists but also for other researchers and ph d students in the fields of
stochastic analysis and mathematical physics contributors s albeverio m arnaudon v
bally v barbu h bessaih z brzeźniak k burdzy a b cruzeiro f flandoli a kohatsu higa s
mazzucchi c mueller j van neerven m ondreját s peszat m veraar l weis j c zambrini

Stochastic Analysis: A Series of Lectures

2015-07-28

this collection of selected revised and extended contributions resulted from a workshop
on bsdes spdes and their applications that took place in edinburgh scotland july 2017
and included the 8th world symposium on bsdes the volume addresses recent advances
involving backward stochastic differential equations bsdes and stochastic partial
differential equations spdes these equations are of fundamental importance in modelling
of biological physical and economic systems and underpin many problems in control of
random systems mathematical finance stochastic filtering and data assimilation the
papers in this volume seek to understand these equations and to use them to build our
understanding in other areas of mathematics this volume will be of interest to those
working at the forefront of modern probability theory both established researchers and
graduate students

Frontiers in Stochastic Analysis–BSDEs, SPDEs and their
Applications

2019-08-31

covers the areas of modern analysis and probability theory presents a collection of
papers given at the festschrift held in honor of the 65 birthday of m m rao whose
prolific published research includes the well received marcel dekker inc books theory
of orlicz spaces and conditional measures and applications features previously
unpublished research articles by a host of internationally recognized scholars

Stochastic Processes and Functional Analysis

2020-09-24

analysis and synthesis of computer systems presents a broad overview of methods that
are used to evaluate the performance of computer systems and networks manufacturing
systems and interconnected services systems aside from a highly readable style that
rigorously addresses all subjects this second edition includes new chapters on
numerical methods for queueing models and on g networks the latter being a new area of
queuing theory that one of the authors has pioneered this book will have a broad appeal
to students practitioners and researchers in several different areas including
practicing computer engineers as well as computer science and engineering students

Analysis and Synthesis of Computer Systems

2010

this book is devoted to unstable solutions of stochastic differential equations sdes
despite the huge interest in the theory of sdes this book is the first to present a
systematic study of the instability and asymptotic behavior of the corresponding
unstable stochastic systems the limit theorems contained in the book are not merely of
purely mathematical value rather they also have practical value instability or
violations of stability are noted in many phenomena and the authors attempt to apply
mathematical and stochastic methods to deal with them the main goals include
exploration of brownian motion in environments with anomalies and study of the motion
of the brownian particle in layered media a fairly wide class of continuous markov
processes is obtained in the limit it includes markov processes with discontinuous
transition densities processes that are not solutions of any itô s sdes and the bessel
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diffusion process the book is self contained with presentation of definitions and
auxiliary results in an appendix it will be of value for specialists in stochastic
analysis and sdes as well as for researchers in other fields who deal with unstable
systems and practitioners who apply stochastic models to describe phenomena of
instability

Asymptotic Analysis of Unstable Solutions of Stochastic
Differential Equations

2020-04-29

this second edition introduces an additional set of new mathematical problems with
their detailed solutions in real analysis it also provides numerous improved solutions
to the existing problems from the previous edition and includes very useful tips and
skills for the readers to master successfully there are three more chapters that expand
further on the topics of bernoulli numbers differential equations and metric spaces
each chapter has a summary of basic points in which some fundamental definitions and
results are prepared this also contains many brief historical comments for some
significant mathematical results in real analysis together with many references
problems and solutions in real analysis can be treated as a collection of advanced
exercises by undergraduate students during or after their courses of calculus and
linear algebra it is also instructive for graduate students who are interested in
analytic number theory readers will also be able to completely grasp a simple and
elementary proof of the prime number theorem through several exercises this volume is
also suitable for non experts who wish to understand mathematical analysis request
inspection copy contents sequences and limitsinfinite seriescontinuous
functionsdifferentiationintegrationimproper integralsseries of functionsapproximation
by polynomialsconvex functionsvarious proof ζ 2 π2 6functions of several
variablesuniform distributionrademacher functionslegendre polynomialschebyshev
polynomialsgamma functionprime number theorembernoulli numbersmetric spacesdifferential
equations readership undergraduates and graduate students in mathematical analysis

Problems and Solutions in Real Analysis

2016-12-12

exact solutions and invariant subspaces of nonlinear partial differential equations in
mechanics and physics is the first book to provide a systematic construction of exact
solutions via linear invariant subspaces for nonlinear differential operators acting as
a guide to nonlinear evolution equations and models from physics and mechanics the book
focuses on the existence of new exact solutions on linear invariant subspaces for
nonlinear operators and their crucial new properties this practical reference deals
with various partial differential equations pdes and models that exhibit some common
nonlinear invariant features it begins with classical as well as more recent examples
of solutions on invariant subspaces in the remainder of the book the authors develop
several techniques for constructing exact solutions of various nonlinear pdes including
reaction diffusion and gas dynamics models thin film and kuramoto sivashinsky equations
nonlinear dispersion compacton equations kdv type and harry dym models quasilinear
magma equations and green naghdi equations using exact solutions they describe the
evolution properties of blow up or extinction phenomena finite interface propagation
and the oscillatory changing sign behavior of weak solutions near interfaces for
nonlinear pdes of various types and orders the techniques surveyed in exact solutions
and invariant subspaces of nonlinear partial differential equations in mechanics and
physics serve as a preliminary introduction to the general theory of nonlinear
evolution pdes of different orders and types

Exact Solutions and Invariant Subspaces of Nonlinear
Partial Differential Equations in Mechanics and Physics

2006-11-02

the spectral analysis of time series describes the techniques and theory of the
frequency domain analysis of time series the book discusses the physical processes and
the basic features of models of time series the central feature of all models is the
existence of a spectrum by which the time series is decomposed into a linear
combination of sines and cosines the investigator can used fourier decompositions or
other kinds of spectrals in time series analysis the text explains the wiener theory of
spectral analysis the spectral representation for weakly stationary stochastic
processes and the real spectral representation the book also discusses sampling
aliasing discrete time models linear filters that have general properties with
applications to continuous time processes and the applications of multivariate spectral
models the text describes finite parameter models the distribution theory of spectral
estimates with applications to statistical inference as well as sampling properties of
spectral estimates experimental design and spectral computations the book is intended
either as a textbook or for individual reading for one semester or two quarter course
for students of time series analysis users it is also suitable for mathematicians or
professors of calculus statistics and advanced mathematics
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The Spectral Analysis of Time Series

2014-05-12

the book covers the latest research in the areas of mathematics that deal the
properties of partial differential equations and stochastic processes on spaces in
connection with the geometry of the underlying space written by experts in the field
this book is a valuable tool for the advanced mathematician

Analysis and Partial Differential Equations on Manifolds,
Fractals and Graphs

2021-01-18

approach your problems from the right end it isn t that they can t see the solution it
is and begin with the answers then one day that they can t see the problem perhaps you
will find the final question g k chesterton the scandiji of father the hermit clad in
crane feathers in r brow the point of a pin van gu ik s the chinese maze murders
growing specialization and diversification have brought a host of monographs and
textbooks on increasingly specialized topics however the tree of knowledge of
mathematics and related fields does not grow only by putting forth new branches it also
happens quite often in fact that branches which were thought to be completely disparate
are suddenly seen to be related further the kind and level of sophistication of
mathematics applied in various sciences has changed drastically in recent years measure
theory is used non trivially in regional and theoretical economics algebraic geometry
interacts with physics the minkowsky lemma coding theory and the structure of water
meet one another in packing and covering theory quantum fields crystal defects and
mathematical programming profit from homotopy theory lie algebras are relevant to
filtering and prediction and electrical engineering can use stein spaces and in
addition to this there are such new emerging subdisciplines as experimental mathematics
cfd completely integrable systems chaos synergetics and large scale order which are
almost impossible to fit into the existing classification schemes they draw upon widely
different sections of mathematics

Mathematical Problems of Statistical Hydromechanics

2012-12-06

this volume is a selection of contributions offered by friends collaborators past
students in memory of enrico magenes the first part gives a wide historical perspective
of magenes work in his 50 year mathematical career the second part contains original
research papers and shows how ideas methods and techniques introduced by magenes and
his collaborators still have an impact on the current research in mathematics

Analysis and Numerics of Partial Differential Equations

2012-12-22

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 4th
international conference on numerical analysis and its applications naa 2008 held in
lozenetz bulgaria in june 2008 the 61 revised full papers presented together with 13
invited papers were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement
the papers address all current aspects of numerical analysis and discuss a wide range
of problems concerning recent achievements in physics chemistry engineering and
economics a special focus is given to numerical approximation and computational
geometry numerical linear algebra and numerical solution of transcendental equations
numerical methods for differential equations numerical modeling and high performance
scientific computing

Numerical Analysis and Its Applications

2009-02-07

a unified treatment of fluid mechanics analysis and numerical analysis appropriate for
first year graduate students

Introduction to the Numerical Analysis of Incompressible
Viscous Flows

2008-12-04

operator splitting or the fractional steps method is a very common tool to analyze
nonlinear partial differential equations both numerically and analytically by applying
operator splitting to a complicated model one can often split it into simpler problems
that can be analyzed separately in this book one studies operator splitting for a
family of nonlinear evolution equations including hyperbolic conservation laws and
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degenerate convection diffusion equations common for these equations is the prevalence
of rough or non smooth solutions e g shocks rigorous analysis is presented showing that
both semi discrete and fully discrete splitting methods converge for conservation laws
sharp error estimates are provided and for convection diffusion equations one discusses
a priori and a posteriori correction of entropy errors introduced by the splitting
numerical methods include finite difference and finite volume methods as well as front
tracking the theory is illustrated by numerous examples there is a dedicated page that
provides matlabr codes for many of the examples the book is suitable for graduate
students and researchers in pure and applied mathematics physics and engineering

Splitting Methods for Partial Differential Equations with
Rough Solutions

2010

a rich variety of real life physical problems which are still poorly understood are of
a nonlinear nature examples include turbulence granular flows detonations and flame
propagation fracture dynamics and a wealth of new biological and chemical phenomena
which are being discovered particularly interesting among the manifestations of
nonlinearity are coherent structures this book contains reviews and contributions
reporting on the state of the art regarding the role of coherent structures and
patterns in nonlinear science

Coherent Structures in Complex Systems

2008-01-11

bayesian analysis of infectious diseases covid 19 and beyond shows how the bayesian
approach can be used to analyze the evolutionary behavior of infectious diseases
including the coronavirus pandemic the book describes the foundation of bayesian
statistics while explicating the biology and evolutionary behavior of infectious
diseases including viral and bacterial manifestations of the contagion the book
discusses the application of markov chains to contagious diseases previews data
analysis models the epidemic threshold theorem and basic properties of the infection
process also described are the chain binomial model for the evolution of epidemics
features represents the first book on infectious disease from a bayesian perspective
employs winbugs and r to generate observations that follow the course of contagious
maladies includes discussion of the coronavirus pandemic as well as many examples from
the past including the flu epidemic of 1918 1919 compares standard non bayesian and
bayesian inferences offers the r and winbugs code on at routledge com 9780367633868

Bayesian Analysis of Infectious Diseases

2021-02-07

this is the sixth published volume of the israel seminar on geometric aspects of
functional analysis the previous volumes are 1983 84 published privately by tel aviv
university 1985 86 springer lecture notes vol 1267 1986 87 springer lecture notes vol
1317 1987 88 springer lecture notes vol 1376 1989 90 springer lecture notes vol 1469 as
in the previous vc lumes the central subject of this volume is banach space theory in
its various aspects in view of the spectacular development in infinite dimensional
banach space theory in recent years like the solution of the hyperplane problem the
unconditional basic sequence problem and the distortion problem in hilbert space it is
quite natural that the present volume contains substantially more contributions in this
direction than the previous volumes this volume also contains many important
contributions in the traditional directions of this seminar such as probabilistic
methods in functional analysis non linear theory harmonic analysis and especially the
local theory of banach spaces and its connection to classical convexity theory in irn
the papers in this volume are original research papers and include an invited survey by
alexander olevskii of kolmogorov s work on fourier analysis which was presented at a
special meeting on the occasion of the 90th birthday of a n kol mogorov we are very
grateful to mrs m hercberg for her generous help in many directions which made the
publication of this volume possible joram lindenstrauss vitali milman 1992 1994
operator theory advances and applications vol

Geometric Aspects of Functional Analysis

2012-12-06

stochastic analysis applications volume 3

Stochastic Analysis and Applications, Volume 3

2003

the numerical analysis of stochastic differential equations sdes differs significantly
from that of ordinary differential equations this book provides an easily accessible
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introduction to sdes their applications and the numerical methods to solve such
equations from the reviews the authors draw upon their own research and experiences in
obviously many disciplines considerable time has obviously been spent writing this in
the simplest language possible zamp

Numerical Solution of Stochastic Differential Equations

2011-06-15

a memorial conference for leon ehrenpreis was held at temple university november 15 16
2010 in the spirit of ehrenpreis s contribution to mathematics the papers in this
volume written by prominent mathematicians represent the wide breadth of subjects that
ehrenpreis traversed in his career including partial differential equations
combinatorics number theory complex analysis and a bit of applied mathematics with the
exception of one survey article the papers in this volume are all new results in the
various fields in which ehrenpreis worked there are papers in pure analysis papers in
number theory papers in what may be called applied mathematics such as population
biology and parallel refractors and papers in partial differential equations the mature
mathematician will find new mathematics and the advanced graduate student will find
many new ideas to explore a biographical sketch of leon ehrenpreis by his daughter a
professional journalist enhances the memorial tribute and gives the reader a glimpse
into the life and career of a great mathematician

From Fourier Analysis and Number Theory to Radon
Transforms and Geometry

2012-09-18

the work of jean mawhin covers different aspects of the theory of differential
equations and nonlinear analysis on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday a group of
mathematicians gathered in sevilla spain in april 2003 to honor his mathematical
achievements as well as his unique personality this book provides an extraordinary view
of a number of ground breaking ideas and methods in nonlinear analysis and differential
equations list of contributors h amann m delgado j l gimez a m krasnoselskij e liz j
mawhin p quittner b p rynne l sanchez k schmitt j r ward f zanolin and others contents
a priori bounds for the positive solutions of super linear indefinite weighted elliptic
problems s cano casanova parametric excitation in a predator prey model a c casal a s
somolinos reasons for a homage m delgado bifurcation through higher order terms for
problems at resonance m garc a huidobro et al malthus verhulst and the metasolutions j
lpez gmez axiomatizing the algebraic multiplicity c mora corral instability of periodic
solutions obtained by minimization r ortega periodic solutions of second order
equations oco a variational approach k schmitt some indefinite nonlinear eigenvalue
problems a suirez and other papers readership researchers in the fields of ordinary
differential equations partial differential equations and nonlinear analysis

The First 60 Years of Nonlinear Analysis of Jean Mawhin

2004

this volume contains the contributions of the participants of the 12th isaac congress
which was held at the university of aveiro portugal from july 29 to august 3 2019 these
contributions originate from the following sessions applications of dynamical systems
theory in biology complex analysis and partial differential equations complex geometry
complex variables and potential theory constructive methods in the theory of composite
and porous media function spaces and applications generalized functions and
applications geometric regularity properties of solutions to elliptic and parabolic
pdes geometries defined by differential forms partial differential equations on curved
spacetimes partial differential equations with nonstandard growth quaternionic and
clifford analysis recent progress in evolution equations wavelet theory and its related
topics

Current Trends in Analysis, its Applications and
Computation

2022-10-03

introducing numerical techniques for combustion this textbook describes both laminar
and turbulent flames addresses the problem of flame wall interaction and presents a
series of theoretical tools used to study the coupling phenomena between combustion and
acoustics the second edition incorporates recent advances in unsteady simulation
methods

Theoretical and Numerical Combustion

2005

international isaac international society for analysis its applications and computation
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congresses have been held every second year since 1997 the proceedings report on a
regular basis on the progresses of the field in recent years where the most active
areas in analysis its applications and computation are covered plenary lectures also
highlight recent results this volume concentrates mainly on partial differential
equations but also includes function spaces operator theory integral transforms and
equations potential theory complex analysis and generalizations stochastic analysis
inverse problems homogenization continuum mechanics mathematical biology and medicine
with over 350 participants attending the congress the book comprises 140 papers from
211 authors the volume also serves for transferring personal information about the
isaac and its members this volume includes citations for o besov v burenkov and r p
gilbert on the occasion of their anniversaries

More Progresses in Analysis

2009-05-12

issues in logic operations and computational mathematics and geometry 2011 edition is a
scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative and comprehensive
information about logic operations and computational mathematics and geometry the
editors have built issues in logic operations and computational mathematics and
geometry 2011 edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews you can expect
the information about logic operations and computational mathematics and geometry in
this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently
reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of issues in logic operations
and computational mathematics and geometry 2011 edition has been produced by the world
s leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the
content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written assembled and edited by
the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a
source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more information is
available at scholarlyeditions com

Issues in Logic, Operations, and Computational Mathematics
and Geometry: 2011 Edition

2012-01-09

this text deals with numerical analysis of systems of both ordinary and stochastic
differential equations it covers numerical solution problems of the cauchy problem for
stiff ordinary differential equations ode systems by rosenbrock type methods rtms

Numerical Analysis of Systems of Ordinary and Stochastic
Differential Equations

2011-02-11

the chapters in this volume deal with four fields with deep historical roots that
remain active areas reasearch partial differential equations variational methods fluid
mechanics and thermodynamics the collection is intended to serve two purposes first to
honor james serrin in whose work the four fields frequently interacted and second to
bring together work in fields that are usually pursued independently but that remain
remarkably interrelated serrin s contributions to mathematical analysis and its
applications are fundamental and include such theorems and methods as the gilbarg
serrin theorem on isoated singularities the serrin symmetry theorem the alexandrov
serrin moving plane technique the peletier serrin uniqueness theorem and the serrin
integal of the calculus of variations serrin has also been noted for the elegance of
his mathematical work and for the effectiveness of his teaching and collaborations

Mathematical Reviews

2003-05

Nonlinear Analysis and Continuum Mechanics

2012-12-06
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